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ent and

modern
Exemplary collectors, the Lavertys are drawn to indigenous
work of profound beauty, writes Nicolas Rothwell
Beyond Sacred: Recent Painting from

Australia's Remote Aboriginal
Communities - The Collection of
Colin and Elizabeth Laverty
Hardie Grant Books, 352pp, $120

and swoop. Their taste is broad but far from
anodyne. Their appetite embraces whatever is

bold, and resolved, and vigorous: colour mazes,
dot wildernesses, fretworks, pale washes of nearmonochrome: all these are found in their
collection, which they have now placed before a
AT Brisbane's World Expo in 1988, in wider set of viewers, in the form of a catalogue so
front of a series of large Western lavish and cleanly designed it sets a benchmark,
Desert canvases, shown in "an as well as raising an important set of questions.
What, indeed, is the role and influence of
enclosed, rather claustrophobic
exhibition space", the seeds of one private collectors in today's market for Aborigiof Australia's great collections of modern indige- nal art? How much do they shape and guide
fashions and enthusiasms, and how much are
nous art were sown.
Colin and Liz Laverty, already passionate they merely followers and amplifiers of existing
collectors of contemporary abstract and figurative trends? What, if any, are their responsibilities?
Some tentative answers lie within the Laverty
paintings, were swept away by what they saw that
afternoon. They immersed themselves in the new, catalogue, Beyond Sacred, which gives, in its
fast-developing tradition of Aboriginal art: they beautifully illustrated chapters, a sense of the
began their bush travels, which soon took them couple's holdings; it also includes glimpses of the
across remote Australia, to red sand deserts and crowded, fascinating hang in their Sydney home.
to the turquoise bays of Arnhem Land.
It makes clear that the Lavertys have invested
In this continuing quest, as the couple relate, most deeply, over recent years, in a small handful
"we have visited community art centres, and of indigenous art schools. They own significant
even small outstations, where we have found numbers of the greatest works produced by the
visually beautiful and culturally interesting Yulparija artists of Bidyadanga, by the Balgo

paintings". Above all, of course, the Lavertys desert painters and by the East Kimberley's
were collecting, always collecting, with these Jirrawun group. Among the jewels of their
precise criteria in mind: the beautiful and the collection are Pinkalakara, the early masterpiece
culturally interesting.
of Bidyadanga's finest painter, Alma Webou
And what collectors they were: committed, Kalajou, and Lirriwarti, a canvas of the most
keen-eyed, engaged, obsessional. Even by the intense sacred resonance, by Nyunjarn Charlie
standard of the past two decades, a period of Nunjun, a desert lawman, quite obscure, now
mounting enthusiasm for the art of remote dead, whose art would never have appealed to
indigenous Australia, the Lavertys have been in a conventional eyes.
league of their own. Solemn and reticent in
Such paintings illustrate the crucial role of the
manner, dedicated to their task of assessment and Lavertys, and other collectors like them, in the
accumulation, they have been constant presences ecosystem of high-end indigenous art. The best
in the stockrooms both of tiny bush art centres collectors, confident, and free to risk their money,
and specialist capital city galleries.
lead; the public galleries and their curators tend to
When a new art current begins to flow in some follow. It is collectors, then, who scent the new,
sparse community, the Lavertys are there; when and seek it out: they buy the first canvases from
a desert artist's style inflects, they hear the news, emerging artists and track established figures into
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unknown terrain. Their judgments persuade
otht i buyers; and so they set the trend.
Ii<ii;:e the import ice of the journey the
T_acrI, - have made ind its twists and turns.
The% were early I, r, of Tommy Watson, the
dairitng al list from \v itigellina on the margins of
the Pitjantjutjara lan(f- they snapped up one of
East Kimherley painter Rammev Ramsey's
luminous, Rothkoesque colour-panels as soon as

he began painting them three years ago. A
detailed record orthis wild ride lies in the p,iLges
of Beyond Sacred. interspersed with rernmif1, ible
photograph, A Ic,cil and Kimherley land,',iIpes

by another of the t avertys' heroes, Peter 1,e.
But the act of collecting can ho fraught, in a
Field as str:Lnge and hectic as the Aboriginal art
mark, tplw o ,,here reputatii,ns rlwc :ind c r i -h,

and arti,lk irtiut in varying t 1w !r clilLnut
retail outlets, with rather different mor,il rind
I

professional standards. Some collectors care for
nothing but the work and the name of the painter;
and buyers of this stripe, who pay littleiI lention
to provenance and the circumstances I , hind the
creation of the pieces they acquire,
helped
,,pawn the variegated, murky market that now
exists for art of the Western Desert and
Kimberley. The I'avertys have been exemplary in
their collecting, sticking with community-owned

art centres and galleries that specialise in art
centre work. Beyond Sacred lists the sources of
the colkw lion in punctilious detail it even gives
the details of a piece by the queen of Peppimenatl i, Ir iiia Wilson, which the Lavertys fell for,
and born,-,ht, after the artist had split from one of
their f.rvourile galleries. Though wide
geographic coverage, Beyond Sacred is
dutiful survey of the entire Aboriginal art realm:
there ate some regions that have not lured the
Lavettvs, there are prominent artists they have
failed to Iauy. This personal flavour is the chief
delight of a collection assembled by individuals,
rather than by acquisition committees

One can react, or imagine one reads, the
psychology of th,' collectors in the mosaic of
works, and it teem- plain the Lavertys have
sought, in th, in,11wcaous domain, their taste for

straction and grand swaths of colour in
large holding of C.Lit I ' in
Beyond Sacred ,uireed from Papunvt TNI,i quad

Maningrida wa ef a fondness for atlrLIlive,
welt Iempered minimalism. But alongside such
pieces from long- c,tablished traditions are sonic

unknown gems: stark topographies by Willy
Billabong Tjapanangka from I falls Creek, or pale

landscapes by the underrated Dinah Garadji,
from Ngukurr in the southeast of Arnhem Land.
There is a distinct pifference here for
monumental, definitive pieces, for the museum-

grade rather than the intimate. There is also a
fondness for work by ancient women artists thus
the Lavertys have a handful of distinctly pretty
late canvases by Emily Kngwarreye, and two vast,
blotchy planes of colour by Sally Gabori, the lateblooming matriarch of Mornington Island.
What drives them on? What urge, when their
collection already runs to thousands of artworks,

and outshines many a state gallery's holdings?
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er than shed light on such instincts and
desires, the Lavertys advance a kind of intellec-

tual program: "Our aim," they say, "is i
showcase some of the best picluies in our
collection as great contemporary at[-,
that end they offer up a raft of essays
familiar experts, buttressing this argument from
several perspectives
Judith Ryan, senior curator of indigenous art at
the N itional Gallery of Victoria, contends that

"Iurlac', Aboriginal artists are proudly posiwnol in the mainstream of contempor,Iro art
I Me and have transformed the way ncc

and the history of art in this country " and,

more than this, "indigenous art belong, to the
skin of now and has an undeniable edge".
Howard Morphy, the pope of contemporary
indigenous art theory, joins in with a version of
his idea of culture as communication channel:
"The synergies that exist between Western art
forms and practices and Aboriginal art forms and
ptachces are one of the ways in which a Western
audience begins to appreciate them." In fact, he
says, knowledge of'Aboriginal art's codes renders

it more accessible, more immediate, until "the
commonalities open up the possibilities of sharing

human emotions cross-culturally.The trouble is, thi- dog pack just won't hunt,
and the Lavertv,. I,v erecting their complex
superstructure,
ccl in blurting the exact
qualities that Beyond Sacred with its selection
of tradition based works
seeks to showcase.
If they want to highlight Aboriginal contemporary art, they already have plenty of examples of
the genre nestling --rl', ly in their treasure-trove,
and it is widespread ,tooross the land: work by men
and women such i- IIto interdisciplinary artists
-ook Andrew and V°ci non Ah Kee, conceptualist
>r vidcaa

end photographic expert-

the Laverty collecti, i i m;t\ amyl be m kr within
an evolving stream of art, and be conlcmporaneous in time frame, but in one key respect they are
as far from the knowing, ironic contemporary as
they could be: and it is precisely their difference
that makes them so alIractive and collectable.

liven the most casual eye will grasp that the
majority of the pieces in Beyond Sacred are by

men and women: indeed, many of the
ite artists the Lavertys collect have passed
away. What the works of these masters have in
common is a sincerity of mood, a tone, an
unmediated attitude. They embody Aboriginal
religious belief systems: every work here speaks of

the ancestral creation time and its continuing
presence in the landscape.
Much ofthe Iv-I romote community work in
the Lavert: colic, ti,rn looks, of course, vaguely

contemporary: there are famous affinities betwecn Rover'fhomas and Rothko, between Emily

Kngwarreye and late de Kooning, between
certain desert artists and transitional Mondrian.
But thin look has evolved in pa ft thanks to market
pnnr1n nil is a vague. aulel wet of the work's

export -IIIin,ition, its surrrc. not its core.

Sorr, contemporary We,lrrn art still has a
vaguely religious or spiritual shimmer, but this is
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the exception, these days, not the rule; and that
fact tells us all we need to know about the deep
appeal of traditional Aboriginal art.
The great indigenous work of the Centre, the
Kimberley and Top End lies before our eyes:
unreachable, irreducible, unknowable, by the
great collectors, or by any other outsider. It stems
from a closed, mysterious space, it speaks of ritual
and beliefs communicated in concealed language;
it has a core beyond its visible heart. This is the
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the most exemplary fashion, during their two
decades of hunting through the jewel-strewn
landscape of remote Australia. As their friend
Will Stubbs, the co-ordinator at Buku-Larrnggay
art centre in Yirrkala writes in Beyond Sacred, the
couple "have always collected in a spirit of giving

rather than taking", motivated by a wish to
"nurture worthwhile human expression", and
this impulse has allowed them to compile a
remarkable record of the present efflorescence in

precise reverse of the contemporary. It is the Aboriginal art, and now to show it to the wider
thing of most cherished value in the indigenous world. How much, then, the viewer staring at the
domain: the secret Westerners want, and seek to gems of their collection wishes for a personal
buy, and cannot have. Such is the pull that draws credo, an account of what spurs them on.
But perhaps that credo is here, coded,
the Lavertys on, and yet it goes almost
unmentioned in the theoretical apparatus they concealed: in their canvases, and the exchange
have built like a castle around their raw desire. and links between those images, lurks some
Collecting carries it with certain discreet history of the affection between the Lavertys and
obligations, which the Lavertys have fulfilled in the artists they love and serve.

Theirjudgments
persuade other buyers;

and they set the trend

Resonance: Lirriwarti by Nyunjarn Charlie Nunjun

Continuing quest: Colin and Liz Laverty, who have put together a remarkable collection in the past 20 years
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